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MISSION
Achieve superior national spacepower by shaping 
a Space Force that provides credible deterrence in 
competition, dominant capability in combat, and 
professional services for all partners.

VISION
Recognized as the professional association for informed 
government, business, and private members to lend 
their diverse ideas, voices, and energy to defining 
national spacepower and building a Space Force 
capable of achieving it. 

SFA BELIEVES… 
The orbital environment will be profoundly different by 2040 
■ Increased plurality of national activity 
■ Profitable economic activity in cis-lunar regime 
■Growing human population working and living off Earth 

The risk to U.S. security and interests is real and increasing 
■Competitors are expanding the scope and commercial is 

expanding the scale 
■ Adversaries seek firsts and aggressively influence norms on 

their terms 
■ Foreign plans exceed those of the U.S. in ambition, 

integration, and priority 

The opportunities are greater than the risks 
■ Information will remain the dominant commodity in Earth 

orbit 
■Commerce in LEO will diversify 
■ Energy and mineral resources will demonstrate value, ease 

environmental strain, and unlock industrial expansion  

Military spacepower contributes to security and prosperity 
■USSF resources are often dual-use 
■ The military has a historic and inherent role in exploration 
■ Protecting, enabling, and incentivizing industry and 

commerce are appropriate missions

RESEARCH 
Test forward and innovative ideas with rigor…

■ The primary research arm of the SFA is the 
National Spacepower Center 

■ Ideas are vetted and shared for consideration by 
SFA’s peer-reviewed Space Force Journal 

■Questions are posed and solutions debated 
openly by members in Space Monthly Azimuths

INFORM 
Share Guardians’ stories and explain 
spacepower…

■Weekly newsletter carries messages to members 
■ Space Warfighter Talks reveal the true mission 

and activities of the Space Force 
■Marketing Team steers social media 

conversation from ‘fiction to facts’ and ‘memes to 
mission’

ADVOCATE 
Pursue change for superior military spacepower…

■ Assisted stand-up and supports the bi-partisan 
and bi-cameral Space Force Caucus 

■ Space Innovation Talks illustrate the military 
utility of anticipated and emerging capabilities

FUNCTIONS

The Space Force Association is an independent, 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that was founded one month 
before the U.S. Space Force as part of an effort to properly prioritize and plan for space contributions to national 
power that spanned multiple administrations based on validated threats and needs that will continue as long as 
the U.S. is a space-faring nation. 

SFA serves as the professional military association supporting the United States Space Force, United States 
Space Command, and U.S. national spacepower at large. Its core functions are to research, inform, and 
advocate to achieve superior national spacepower by shaping a Space Force that provides credible deterrence 
in competition, dominant capability in combat, and professional services for all partners.

www.USSFA.org
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CENTRAL

WEST

NORTHEAST

SOUTHEAST

OVERSEAS

Space Monthly Azimuth
Exclusive member interactions with space professionals

Space Warfighter Talks
Explain missions from acquisition to execution

Space Innovation Talks
Expose the challenges, hopes, and ideas of Guardians

GLOBAL, LOCAL, & ONLINE EVENTS 
Five regions growing local chapters

Weekly 
Newsletter

■ Exclusive content 
highlights 

■ SFA event 
summaries 

■Upcoming event 
announcements 

■Curated top 10 
stories in national 
spacepower that 
you care about

Website

■ Breaking news  
■Original op-eds 
■ Event info and 

registration 
■ Volunteer and 

Sponsorship 
opportunities

CURATED CONTENT

EXCLUSIVE & INTERACTIVE MEDIA


